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Building and Managing the Design team 

(UX and UI) 

Leading projects with clients as the art-

director and product manager  

Ownerships of the client’s projects 

Successful and talented design team that considers 

User needs as the driver for design changes 

Design deliverables are provided on time for all 

projects 

A successful Product proposal  for a start-up focusing 

on Goal Setting and Strategy planning  

RESPONSIBILITIES RESULTS



MVIDEO
HEAD OF CX. 2012-2016

M.video is the largest Russian consumer electronic retail chain by revenue. The Company started its operations in 

1993. M.video runs 382 brand name stores in 162 Russian cities as of June 30, 2016. The selling space of M.video 

stores accounts to 649,000 sq. m while the total space accounts to 872,000 sq. m.

The User experience was changed greatly since I joined to the company (the UX was changed greatly after I 

joined the company). In four years I created the system based on the user needs.  I reconciled the user and 

business needs considering technical restrictions what allowed to increase conversion rate  
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HUMAN CENTRED DESIGN APPROACH

ISO 9241-11



Customer Journey
The User Journey map is a visual interpretation of the overall story 
from an individual’s perspective of their relationship with the app.  
The story is told from the customer’s perspective, but also 
emphasizes the important intersections between user expectations 
and business requirements. 

The User Journey map consists of the Touchpoint, Progression, 
Functionality, Emotion.
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Frumatic

STORIA INC.
Global social media storytelling platform

Storia  is  a new paradigm for social publishing founded on the belief that everyone has a story to tell.  

We offer a platform where communities can come together to share and explore one another’s stories. 

After Storia is downloaded the user is taken to the Discover page. Top posts, stories and authors are featured 

there daily.  

My team and I have to answer to these daily questions in order to provide the best User Experience: 

What’s more important likes or sharing in Mobile web? 

Who should get credit for like: repost or original post? 

What is the Ideal Discover process? 
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Screens

Actions

User’s goals

Business’s goals









Product diffusion curve 
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